Locality and decomposition of regular optical interconnection patterns.
Methods that a designer can use to optimize the placement of nodes in a large switching network to decrease the requirements on holographic interconnections are investigated. Localized interconnections between subdivided switches are combined with simpler global interconnections. The interconnections between subdivided switches can be implemented by use of metallic traces on smart-pixel arrays. The global interconnections would be provided by optical free-space techniques. Several advantages arise from this procedure: (1) The regular interconnection pattern is decomposed into several pipes (collection of light beams that form a complete pattern) without loss of functionality. (2) The interconnection pattern may be optimized by variation of the placement of the switches in a switching network (e.g., to obtain a minimum deflection angle). (3) The interconnection pattern may be adjusted to the need of an algorithm by an additional parameter (the dimension). The application to photonic switching networks and signal processing is discussed.